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Abstract 

A summary of the talks presented in the topological workshop on 
monopole catalysis at this conference is given. We place special emphasis 
on the conservation laws which determine the allowed monopole-fermion 
interactions and on catalysis as a probe of the structure of a grand unified 
theory. 
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L Introduction 

At this conference, there were nine talks presented dealing Kith 
the general topic of monopole catalysis of baryon number violating process
es. We attempt—with no pretense at completeness — to summarize these 
talks here. The talks fall into two general categories. The first is a discus
sion of the allowed fermion-monopole scattering processes. In the presence 
of a finite size monopole, it is not a priori clear that charge is con
served in all interactions. Charge conservation in the fsrmion-monopole 
system and its relationship to gauge mvariance is the focus of Sec. II 
of this paper. The second topic discussed in this workshop was the 
connection between catalysis and the underlying structure of a grand 
unified theory. In Sec. m, we discuss the monopole catalysis result
ing from monopoles with charges larger than a Dirac charge and from 
monopoles with a different topology than those of the SV(S) grand unified 
theory-

One of the most interesting developments in the study of mono-
pole catalysis was not discussed in this workshop. This is the hope, as 
given by Callan at this conference, of performing a reliable calculation 
of the total cross section and branching ratios for monopole catalysis of 
baryon number violating processes. The interested reader is referred to 
Calian's contribution to these proceedings. 
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iL CosMTratton Liwi and Charge Conservation 

The use of conservation lairs to study monopole-fermion scatter
ing has been discussed by Sen [1]. Wo summarize his results here. For 
simplicity, consider the Georgi-Glashow SV(2) model. In this model, 
monopoles are produced when the gauge symmetry is broken by the racuum 
expectation Talue of a triplet of Higp, 4, to a residual 1/(1) symmetry. The 
model contains two Dirac doublets of fermions, 

- C O . i = l,2 (la) 

nith charges, 

-(?)• (16) 

and is described by the Lagrangian, 

1 2 l 
L-- j ^ ^ + D^Wi + i lM' + ^M- (2) 

(In the SV(5) grand unified model, ite make the identifications, Oi = e — , 
' i = ''a, "2 = «2, 62 = >*i)-

The theory can be described by eight charges, 

Ql^^J^Km^^^AH- (3) 
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It is possible to construct linear combinations of these charges which 
correspond to global symmetries of the Lagrangian of Eq. (2) and hence 
are conserved in all scattering processes. For example, L is invariant 
under the transformational -• e"*'^i which corresponds to the conserved 
charge, 

S i = a 0 l + Q i a . (4) 

The other conserved charges are 

Sa =(<& + «?,) - ( < & + <&)• ( s ) 

s* =» (Qn - Qh)+(<3«„ - Qt,) = - 2 Q « m . 

Thus far we have assumed that the monopole is pointlike. In this case, 
the mass gap between a monopole and a dyon is infinite and so electric 
charge, (— £S,i), must be conserved within the fermion system alone. 

Monopole fermion scattering is further constrained because only 
the J = 0 partial wave can penetrate to the monopole core. The conserved 
angular momentum i s J = £ + 3 + J" and so in the 7 = 0 partial wave, 

f - (3 + T) = 0. (6) 

For an outgoing particle, f • 3 is the helicity and so there is a relationship 
between the heh'city of a particle and its position in the doublets of 
Eq. (1): 
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Allowed incoming states: QR,1>£ i »£> bR 

Allowed outgoing states: o£", i £ , a£ , 6J7 (7) 

The helicity constraints and the conserved charges completely 
specify the allowed scattering process. Examples of allowed interactions 
are, 

at+°s;-*iin+i,&' 
•£+«£-«i+«&- ( 8 ) 

Note that both helicity violating and helicity conserving processes are 
diowed. 

The role of the boundary conditions at the monopole core deserves 
special mention here. We must impose boundary conditions which con
serve Si, S2, S3, and S< since these correspond to symmetries of the full 
theory. However, the most general set of boundary conditions which con
serves Si, ...,St violates baryon number. It is therefore not possible to 
remove baryon number violating processes from the theory by changing 
the boundary conditions. 

IT the monopole has a finite size Ho, the picture changes [2,3]. 
The mass difference between the monopole and the dyon is no longer 
infinite, but is of order l/i?o. Since the boundary conditions on the 
fermion fields at the monopole core, 

W = «b) = ' rX( ' , = Ko), (9) 
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violate charge, the conservation of charge in the monopole fermion system 
is cot obvious at first glance. 

Sen [1] has noted that charge conservation for a finite size mono-
pole can be verified as follows. The charge deposited on the monopole 
core, Q, can be computed from the radial electric field, ET, 

« = ( r s S , ) r = / ! o . (10) 

The total charge of Qj of the monopole fermion system is Q plus the 
fermion charge. QT commutes with the Hamiltonian and so is conserved 
in all interactions. An example of a process where charge is deposited on 
the monopole core is: 

afL +Monopole(e, m = 0) - a £ + »yon((?«m = - 1 ) . (11) 

Both Sen [1] and Yan [3] have noted that the amplitude for such processes 
is suppressed by powers of flo, 

where N is the number of Dirac fermion doublets. In a realistic grand 
unified theory, i?o is of order 1/MX, so the amplitude for creating a dyon 
is suppressed by powers of ii/Mx, where /j is an appropriate low energy 
scale and Mx is the unification scale. 

In his talk at the conference, Yan made the interesting obser
vation that it is possible to obtain a Lagrangian for ferinion-monopole 

•R0r 

Ir + RoY 
(12) 
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interactions which manifesUy conserves charge, f he usual decomposition 
of the monopole potential is not gauge invariant. When the potential is 
written in a gauge invariant fashion, charge conservation becomes an exact 
symmetry of the Lagrangian. 
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HL Catarjrili at a Probe of the GUT Structure 

It is an important phenomenological question to determine if 
different unified theories yield different selection rules for monopole cataly
sis. Unfortunately, however, this docs not appear to be the case. 

Most GUTs contain monopoles which catalyze p -* e+ir°. Any 
GUT in which the 5t/(3) x SU{2) x f ( l ) groups are united in an SV(N) 
group in which the fermions are embedded in the fundamental represen
tation such that they decompose under 5(7(5) as a [5] plus JV—5 singlets 
will have the same monopole catalysis of proton decay as the 5(7(5) model, 
(i.e. p -* e+7r° will be the dominant decay mode of the proton). 

Even introducing supersymmetry does not radically change the 
predictions for monopole catalysis. Since it is the gauge degree of freedom 
which is important for monopole catalysis, the supersymmetric SU(5) 
GUT will catalyze the same proton decay events as the ordinary 517(5) 
model. This model has the interesting feature that "ordinary'' proton 
decay proceeds predominantly through Higgs exchange which yields 
p -» /j+iC°, while proton decay by monopole catalysis gives p -* e+ ir°. 

We turn now to the catalysis induced by monopoles with a different 
topology from those of the SE7(5) model. At this meeting, London [4] 
spoke about ZN monopoles — monopoles whose charges are additive 
modulo N. For example, a Z2 monopole is its own anti-monopole. Such 
monopoles arise in a GUT theory where 50(10) is broken to SU(4) X 
SU(2) X SV{2) which is then broken to SU{3) x 5IT(2)x V(l). At the first 
stage of symmetry breaking, Z 2 monopoles are produced with eg = 1/2. 
These monopoles catalyze the same proton decay as S(/(5) monopoles. At 
the second stage of the symmetry breaking "ordinary", Z, monopoles 
are produced with rg — \. These nionopolc; do not catalyze proton decay. 

We next consider monopoles with charges larger than the 



minimal Dine charge. The interactions of fermions with these monopoles 
was discussed by ScheDelcens [5] at this meeting. He has solved the Dirac 
equation fcr fermions interacting with a monopole of arbitrary strength to 
find the allowed fermion monopole scattering processes. The trick is to find 
a basis in which the Dirac equation reduces to N non-interacting doublets, 
where N is an effective number of fermion doublets. The problem is 
then equivalent to that solved by Rubakov. It is no longer the J = 0 
partial wave which interacts with the monopole to produce baryon number 
violating interactions, but rather it is the / = T — 1/2 partial wave 
(M = r). 

The rules for constructing the effective doublets are easily frsnd. 
The Dirac potential for the monopole can be written as 

AD=QM{1-CO%0)J£^, (13) 

where QM is in a representation of the unified gauge group. For a 
spherically symmetric monopole, 

QM = h-T3, (14) 

where 7 is an SU(2) generator which commutes with QM and t is the 
generator of the SU(2) group which defines the monopole-fermion inter
actions. The Dirac quantisation condition, classical stability for a non-
Abelian monopole, and the charge-triality relationship suffice to determine 
QM uniquely for a given eg. 

The Dirac quantization condition requires that, 
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esp{4ir!gM) = l, (15) 

while non-Abelian stability for SU(i) requires that if 

QM = aQem+Qc, (16) 

•where Qtm and Qc are generators of U(l),m and SEf(3) c o] o r and a is a 
constant, then 

Q, = to,...,fc), *M<li-<lj = 0,±l, (17) 

for every <", j . Finally, if the only colored fields are color triplets, 

e , = - | + m, (18) 

•where m is an integer. The monopole charge eg is then determined in 
terms of Qcm and V, = (J, J, - §), 

« 0 = 1 , CM = Qem+ye . (19) 

The roles for finding the effective doublets which interact with a 
monopole of arbitrary strength eg, are: 
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1. Find a basis in which Ta and QM are diagonal, 

2. The doublets arc formed with fermions which hare equal and 
opposite 7s and different values of QM, and 

3. The degeneracy of each doublet is 2|7i|. 

For example the eg = § mouopole in SU(5) interacts with 
fennions in the following representations, [6] 

v e + ; 

"3 

"2 

" 2 

«3 

(20) 

Using the rules given above, there are twelve effective doublets, 

-&i « ( a - a - •*©.• <* 
The eg = § monopole is particulary interesting because its interactions 
are purely electromagnetic (QM = | Q e m ) . 

The allowed interactions can then be found by constructing the 
conserved charges. The simplest allowed process is 

"fei + "IB + Monopole -> e£ + U2R + Monopole. (22) 

The next simplest allowed process involves nine particles iu the incoming 
state. 
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Finally, we turn to a discussion of the connection between the 
zero energy states of the theory and catalysis. The presence of a zero 
energy bound state, (»".«. one for which doii = 0), depends critically upon 
the stricture of the mass terms in the theory. The SU(5) GUT with a [24] 
and a [5]-plet of Higgs does not possess such zero energy states, while the 
Georgi-Glasbow SU{2) model with a triplet of Higgs bosons does. Hence if 
catalysis depends on the existence of these zero energy states, (as claimed 
by Walsh [7] at this meeting), the presence or absence of catalysis would be 
a sensitive probe of the Higgs structure of a grand unified theory. Walsh's 
argument is as follows: Rubakov's calculation [8] of the baryon number 
violating condensates which are formed in the presence of a monopole 
relies on the use of the cluster property to find the expectation value of 
two operators at infinite time separation. The claim by Walsh is that since 
the calculation is performed at an infinite time separation, it is sensitive 
to the zero energy states of the theory and catalysis will not occur without 
such states. 

We disagree with Walsh's argument for a number of reasons. 
The first is that his argument is concerned with the use of the cluster 
property. It is possible, however, to calculate the expectation value of 
some condensates, (baryon number violating, but chirality conserving), 
without the use of the cluster property. Such condensates certainly lead 
to cross sections of strong interaction magnitude. The second reason for 
disagreement is more subtle. The physics of monopole catalysis Is occuring 
through the boundary conditions and the anomaly at short distances near 
the monopole core. The effects of the fermion mass terms are important 
at distances of the order of 1/Mfermion a n < l should not affect the physics 
near the monopole core. In sum, we do not believe that one particle zero 
energy bound states are a necessary prerequisite for catalysis. 
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IV. Catcltikm 

Finally, ire will mention briefly several other interesting talks 
which were given in this workshop. Craigie [9] has examined the effects 
of including the son-Abelian generators iu the calculation of the baryon 
umber violating condensates. His conclusion is that catalysis proceeds 
at strong interaction rates even when these non-Abelian interactions are 
included. There were also talks at this meeting by Grossman [10] and 
Fiorentini [11]. We hare not discussed these talks since their results are 
well covered in the literature. 

The conclusion to be drawn is that catalysis is in good shape — 
the selection rules and the conservation of charge in the monopole-fermion 
system are well understood. The baryon number violating processes which 
are catalyzed by monopoles have been ex: mined in a vaiiety of unified 
theories and the catalysis of p -» e+ir° seems to be a general effect. 
It remains only to calculate the magnitude of the cross section and the 
branching ratios! 
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